Trustee Dies Suddenly

NEIL LEONARD 1898-1968

24 New Profs.
Arrive On Hill

Everyone has a chance to meet degrees from Cornell University.
the new freshmen even though this Professor Ituss has taught at Wisyear's -.-^lass-is the . largest in the consin University. He has also pubhistory of Colby. 0t%he other hand , lished works on the English poet,
most of us will get to know only a John Dryden.
Harold Jacohson will be an assisfew of the new faculty members
who are also entering the Colby tan t professor in the Education decommunity this September. This is partm ent. Professor Jacoibson lhas
an .attempt to partially acquaint you had broad experience in "high school
teaching and administration.
with the new professors.
In the department of Business
James Dunlevy, assistant profesAdministration,
candiJohn Landsman will
is
a
PhiD.
sor of economics,
replace
Professor
He
Gemery who is
University.
date at Northwestern
on
leave
this
year.
Mr. Landsman
university
and
has taught at that
received
his
MJB.A.
in 1968 from
at Elmhurst College.
(Mrs. Lore Fergurson will be an <-he Amos Tuck School of Business
instructor of German in the Depart- Administration.
(Continued on page six)
ment of Modern Languages. She .ref
rom
ceived her PihJD. last year
Ohio State University. In addition
to Mrs. Fergurson, th ere are th ree
other new members of this department, Miss Mary MisracWJ, Instructor in French, was a Lectrice of the
Facu'lte d es Lettr es i n Dij on , France
this past year. The new 'instructor
Richard Barlcsdaile Harwell, note d
o f Russi an , Mrs, Tatlana Mirstn Civil War histori an, Will speak at
studied at the University of Bel- the annual convocation honoring;
grade before coming to this coun- Charles A, Dana and J. Seelye Bixtry. Jules Stewart, wh o h as spent ler scholars at Colby, Sept. 26. He
much time in Spain, will toe an in- has chosen as his lecture topic, "The
structor of Spanish. Ho has received Hi storical Ro l e of the Overachl ever
ills B.A, and M,'A. from New York in History."
University.
The 'convocation is at 8 p.m. in.
The new Instructor of Aerospace Given Auditorium, Formal reeogniStu dies is Captain Stanley HMen stei ,
who has spent several years In
France, Most recently, ho was commander of a support squadro n 'based
in 'Virgi nia.
C. "Leslie Howard, pro'fesso y of
Classics, will toaidi both Latin and
Greek, Professor Howard , who received his B.A. and M.A, from Oxford 'University, Iras boon 11881811116:
in 'tlio preparation of a new Latin
dictionary,
J. Arthur Hunt , "E dwin Konnoy,
Mrs, Susan Kennoy and Jon Russ
havo joined the staff of tho English
department. DMCr. Hunt 'began to
teach (En glish in Africa while iu tlio
Peace Corps, He has received degrees from St, Joseph's College, the
University iof Hawaii and is a PJi;D.
cand idate at tho Un'lvorslby of New
Mexico , Professor Kennoy .and his
wife, v^ho was a Woo drow ' Wilson
Fellow, have both received Ph.D.
IWOHAIID B. HARWELL

Neil Leonard, Boston attorney and
former chairman of the Col'by College board of trustees, died Sunday
at his summer home in Francestown, N.H.
His unexpected death saddened
the Colby community. In a statement President Robert E. L. Strider
described Leonard as "one of Colby's finest sons."
The President said, "The debt of
Colby College to Neil Leonard of
the Class of 1921 can never be measured. Trustee for more than thirty
years, chairman of the board for
fourteen, honorary life trustee since
1166, Neil Leonard served tihe college vigorously and selflessly during its greatest period, not only one
of growth and strengthening of the
academic program, but the time of
the historic move to the new campus on Mayflower Hill.
"It is fitting that one of Colby's
newest and handsomest buildings
bears his name,
"Colby has lost one of her finest
sons, and the entire community joins
in expressing our profound sorrow
and our deep sense of loss to Mrs.

Leonard and the family."
Leonard, who was 70, lived at 83
Mt. Vernon St., Beacon Hill in Boston.
A Worcester native, he was graduated from Colby in 1921, 'had
served 36 years as a trustee and
was chairman of the board from
1946 to 1960, a span including the
critical years when the college faced
tlie task of moving to its new campus.
On his retirement as chairman,
Colby awarded him an honorary
doctor of laws degree and said in a
citation, "You have done more than
any other person now living to
bring Colby to its present status on
Mayflower Hill and its standing in
the eyes of the public."
Leonard served on the board under three presidents of the college :
Franklin W. Jolinson, J. Seeyle Bixler, and President Strider.
In addition to his work as a trustee, he was an officer in every major campaign since the decision
was made to move the college to its
new campus.
In 1962 he was chosen as national

chairman of a drive to match a challenge grant of $1.8 million from the
Ford Foundation.
He also served as chairman of
the Colby alumni council and of tlie
college's alumni fund.
A senior partner of the Boston
law firm of Bingham, Dana &
Gould, Leonard joined the firm after
his graduation from Yale Law
Scthool in 1924 and early in his career ear ned a reputation as an outstanding trial lawyer. He represented banks as special counsel for
tlio state banking commissioner.
In 1936 he won a $3 million finding
in Federal Court against the Federal National Bank of Boston for
the Brockton, Bancroft, Iiunan and
Lawrence Trust companies. The
r '1»ng was one of the largest ever
awarded in the state and came after
a 151-day trial.
Leonard was attorney for the
Boston Red Sox when the late Eddie Collins was general manager
and had participated in the major
league meetings that led to adoption of the original players' pension
plan.
In addition to his Jong devotion
to Colby, he also was active in tihe
Yale Law School Alumni Association and was a member of the Yale
nor, the increase was merely part Clubs of Boston and New York. In
of a "general program" to improve 1961 lie was awarded the Yale Law
the salaries oif Colby employees. Alumni Citation, the highest honor
College Treasurer Arthur Seepe given by the Yale Law Association
echoed this view and added, "lI don't and presented annually for "outthink the Echo campaign had any- standing service to the legal profesthing to do with it (the pay raise). sion."
Lea^ui'd wab an overseer ol tho
Tf something had ibeen wrong, we
would have done something, 'right Boys Clubs of Boston, Inc.; vice
away, when the issu e was raised." president of the Museum of SciEcho Assistant Editor "Elliot Jospin ence; chief counsel and a director
had maintained that figures he re- of the Boston ' Globe; and formerly
ceived from the Treasurer's office had served as a trustee of the Newshowed that some cafeteria workers ton-Wellesley Hospital, president of
were receiving $1.07 an hour. Presi- tilio Newton Community Chest and
dent Strider called Jaspin 's infor- the Douglas A. Thom Clinic for
mation "unauthorized" but declined Children, and a trustee of the Countto reveal a correct salary scale.
way Charitable Foundation.
An avid oarsman and squash
The reaction of cafeteria workers
player
some years ago, he recent ly
to the pay raise was completely
favorable. "We're pleased. It was a had limited his athletic activities to
terrific raise," said one, calling last skiing. His reputation as an afteryear's wag-cs "terrible". The work- dinner speaker, however, continued
ers were effusive In praise of the from his college days until his death.
increase, whioh was termed "much
He was a member of the Curtis
more than ever before." One work- Club, an exclusive group of lawyers
er said t h o increase amounted to and jurists, and the Union Boat
$1/1.00 a week more for her. In an- Club and Union Club.
Leonard leaves his wife, Hildoswer to questions about whether
th er e wer e any plans to continue gard (Drummond) ; a son, Profestho Work ers Association1 formed sor Noil Leonard of Ambler, Pa,; a
last spring, o ne wo rker answered daughter, Mrs. George Macomber of
t hat, so far as she knew, tihe Asso- Concord, Mass.; and seven grandciation was not being tcoiufcinued . children.
Mrs, Martin , who was President .oif
President Stridor bended a Colby
t h e Wor k ers Associ ation , is no long- delegation of trustees and alumni
to tlie funeral.
er working at Colby.

Workers Gain Pay Raise

The Colby cafeteria workers,
whose pay scale was the suObject oif
heated controversy last spring, received a substantial .wage increase
from the college this month.
According to the director ,of the
food service, Paul O'Connor, all kitchen and serving help received an
acr.oss-t'he-board 18% raise. O'Connor said that the, raise had originally been planned to take effect in
February but bad been moved up
to begin in September. Mr. O'Connor added that this raise was considerably more than the mandatory
increase required by the "Fed eral
Government to take effect in February. Mr. O'Connor would not say
what the pay scale ior cafeteria
workers is now, tout said 'that their
present minimum was "better than
$1.30". There was "no one initiator
of the pay raise," maintained O'Con-

Civil War Historian
Addresses Scholars
fcion Will there ho given to students
wiho have demonstrated outstanding
aca d emic achi ev em ent and campus
leadership.
Mr. Harwell has recently assumed
his posi tion as Smith College librarian after holding that position at
Bowdoin since 1961. To his credit,
there is an impressive list of positions and affiliations with libraries
and similar organ i zations.
Mr, Harwell has been a Ibitollographloa'l (consultant to the University of Virginia Library and tho
Boston Ath enaeum an d a memb er
and officer of several historical societies and library associations.
In 1961 he 'traveled to Burma to
'ov ew 'lie progress of university
libraries In Rangoon and MaxVdaloy;
hist year he spent several months
as a -program consultant for the new
library building at a university in
Jordan.
-Ho Is also tho author of numerous historical books and pamphlets
'including "R. IS. Loo," an aMdgm ont oJ (Douglas Sout'ha'll's fourvolumo biography, an d Tl u> War
They Fou ght , an antho logy of contemporary accounts of -th e Civil
War. Ho has recently concluded ( a
biography of George Washington
to bo published in November,

Direct f r om the Ch ez
Eldos Is .sponsoring a concert at 2
o'clock Sunday, Sept. 22 at tho Gould
Mu sic Shell featuring the Headstone Circus, The performance is
free and the entire Colby community is invited to attend.
Those who spent tho past summer
in Boston already know the Headstone Circus. They woro frequent
performers alt tihe Sunday Concerts
on tho Cambridge Commons as well
as at the Catacombs, t h e Unicorn
Coffee House, and tho Psychedelic
Supermarket. Th oy play the Ibltios.
Thoy play rock, Tlio six •memtaors
contribute 'to pro'duco a sound that
is together and lioavy. John B plays
tho drums with a skill and .fervor
thnt wil'l exicito and maybe frighten
you. Todd plays bass, and sings load
on songs ilko "Spoitin' Life" In an

easy, relaxed style wh ich is strictly
his own, Gary plays a fine semia'coiistic guitar with feedback used
as an instrument not. just a noise.
Jon 's blues guitar Will reach you in
song's ll'kf; " R ed House." John IB
and Malcolm s'iug lead s and harmony and give thei r own Interpretation of well-known songs llko
"Born Un der a Bad Sign" and
"Wlno " as well tia 'Uliclr orlghuul
.material in songs like "Time Was."
The Circus hns been at the Ohoa
for tho last 2 weeks where local
tastes have dictated t'h'ot bhey iplay
strictly dance-rock musiic. Thoiv own
style will be presented for your on1*
joynrifj nt on Sim day /.jj lfiht. Pleaso
join ©Idos m embers ' «t the Shall
and dainoe ,or listen , to t'h e Head' ''
s'ton e Circus,

EDITORIALS

What I Did This Summer

by A. M. MARAMARCO
fit, 'began in June, and thirty-five
The iBazzano Construction Com- college students were "hlired. This
pany 'coul'd possMy !be one of the hi ring was the first miliSfcaike, since
most ridiculous (money^making en- our education was abouft five years
terprises since '''Batman." In order fceyiond that of the average IBazzano
As the new semester opens, The Colby Echo is to support this weighty thesis, I worker. .Immediately,all We college
have .reminisced . . . The jab, wttvieh students (became known as smart
organizing itself in an effort to present a responsible was more of a "Canop IWianderimg aleeks, lazy ibuans, and rich spoiled
weekly journal to the Colby community. In keeping Minstrel" than a 'construction 'out- brats. 'Ignorant oif such- truitihs arid
with The Ech o's responsible aspirations, 'the editorial
prejudices, the ibossman divided us
readerinto various teaans such as carpenits
policy
so
that
the
board is briefly stating
ter's apprentices (those allowed to
ship can have an inkling of what to expect in the
'carry a (hamtmer and team how to
future.
use it) , interior decora/tors (gaxihageObjectivity is the major goal. Headlines, and
men), and ithe du!famous landsicapers
stories on th e fr on t page and on oth er news pages
(dibch diggers). All crews were led
into "battle 'by the boss' aMe son-tinshall be straightforward and unbiased. AH opinionby LAURA WHITTIEB
law, a construction magnate lin ihis
ated material shall be placed either in the 'Editorial!
"Woodman 's new 23 year old head own rprmound right, (the 145 "lb. won•Column, t itled regular columns, or in stories labeled 'resident is Mr. -Lynn Kirkby. Mr.
der, Mike White, (known also as
"opinion".
Kirkiby, a '67 graduate of Trinity Whiz White and 'Mike Wit. (Mike
College an (Hartford Connecticut, Was a, brilliant (boss . . . (He 'bold us
majored in historical religion. 'Last he was a track star in high school.
By-Lines
year, under a Rockefeller Founda- Asked whether Ms 'Specialty was the
tion grant, the attended Harvard
'Since columnists are not censored, by-lines :shall "Oivini'ty School, taking a variety 285 or 376 yard dash, ihe replied,
"the 376 yard dash , -of course!" Albe affix ed t o all opinionated copy. Only the 'Editorial of 'courses.
ways ready to 'give "Whiz 'another
Mr. Kirkiby also did field work as ohamce, we asked "How long would
Column reflects the official view of the Editorial
an
orderly and counsellor at the it take you to 'go 60 miles at 60
Board.
State
Mental Hospital in Waltham, MILES PER. eOUR?" The answer,
'Major issues both on campus and off shall be
Massachusetts. This summer he af ter much ihes'itaJt'ion: 46 minutes.
treated so that each faction has equal space avail- worked as an assistant minister in
Knowing this, it did not surprise
able. The Echo shall seek out articles representing all an 'intercity Methodist Church lin
the crew that one of the homes for
facets of an issue. If , however, the proponents of one Toledo, Ohio. His major work .cen- which (Whiz (had poured the (founpoint of view cannot or do not supply inf orma tion, tered around organizing recreational dation measured six feet off square.
( Continued on page six)
Th e Echo cannot be held responsible for granting programs for 'ghetto youngsters.
Mr. Kirkby has worked with stumore publicity to the opposing point df view. In all dents and administration nn Ms un- of 'Po ss Hall. They 'feel they should
cases an effort shall be made to give all concerned a dergraduate years and hopes to gain be a "stabilizing force" in dorm life,
fair representation.
more experience in <t!Ms area. De- establishing some kind of order go
spite the confusion an Woodman that their 142 girls can live togethduring the first .week in .organizing er well in an atmosphere in which
Letters To The Edit or
its 80% freshmen, Mr, Kirkiby has individual ,needs can be expressed.
found students friendly and coop- Diane, 'bor n in "Los Angeles and a
All letters which The Echo receives will be 'read, erative. He is assisted "by (five Wood- grad uate of Pomona College, has
and if rea sonable ( using acceptable langu age) shall man upperolassmen, Pete Bogle, on more than one occasion anbe printed as soon as possible. Th e Echo reserves the Bill Rivett, Jim Martin, IShipp WeflWb nounced her willingness to help
smooth out dorm prablerns or talk
right to edit letters. However, the author on an edit- and Jeff Parness.
Mr. K'irkby is not employed in an things over. Bill, who was born in
ed missive shall 'be informed of 'tihe editing prior to
additi onal job at Coliby. He hopes Hawaii, also graduated from Popublication. The author will be able to jud ge if the this will allow th'im to foecome bet- mona and studied for two years at
content o'f his letter has been retained and if publi- ter acquainted with Wop-dman stu- the University of Chicago Divinity
cation should be carried out. All letters must be dents and to become involved dn School, sees his (head-residency as a
signed, but signatures shall be withheld upon request. campus activities. He is optimistic challenging internship to his evenabout the coming year and hopes tually becoming a college chaplain.
Replies to letters shall be written by t h e editorial
to become enbhiusiasti'ca'lly involved He believes thalt rules should be
"board when applicable.
flexible enough to suit the people
in student affairs.
Mulligan Stew, a free classified advertising service
and situations involved, 'and that
problems must be dealt with not
A
visitor
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bill
shall be continued.
dogmatically
tout as they arise. "A
Savage
living
room
ground
floor
's
,
Non-staff contributions o'f any na ture will be
Foss, finds a tank of 'happily Ibulb- lot of our reason (fo r being here,"
accepted.
bling tropical f ish, a sizeable collec- he says,- "is to toiow the kids real
The subscript ion ra t e for The Colby Echo is four tion of books!( including Yevtushen- well. The only way we can be effecdollars and fifty cents per subscrip tion . These can be ko, The Sexual Behavior of the tive 'is if we get sort of close to
American College Girl, and the Bi- them, or else we'd not only .be unmail ed b y the Echo business staff.
Colby shall act as a matrix from which The Echo ble ) , and a couple o'f understanding aware off what's going on but we'd
also have no real effect in the
shall examine events on a campus , local , national, people.
Though they hesitate to articulate dorm. Actually 'though, we're not out
and international scale.
it in a phrase of formula, Bill and to 'eifect' or control but to Ihel'p
Deadline for all Echo copy is six p.m. Monday Diane Savage h.we a philosophy by people here live together to everyevening. >
—JNS ¦whi ch ibh'ey guide their supervision one's advantage."

ECHO POLICIES

Woodman - Foss
Under New
Management
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President Strider opened the academic year on
Tuesday, Sept ember 11 with an address b ef ore an
estimated 1,500 people who filled Runnels Union.
The President calling 'his speech a "lecture" chose
to discuss what he termed "philosophical" questions
rather than practical policies. Drawing a parallel
between the 17th and 20th centuries. Dr . Strider
drew upon two 17th century writers to develop his
point. Terming one an optimist and the other a
pessimist, the President contrasted the grounds for
optimism and pessimism in the 17th century with
those in the 20th century. Giving each argument its
due, the 'President stressed the need for an orderly
working out of problems and decried "a diminution
of the understanding of the importance of order" in
the present day. Buttressing his argument with examples o'f th e order and symmet ry appar ent in the
various academic disciplines, the Presiden t maint ained that "some forces in our society" advocate
"religious, cul t ural and political anarchy."
The reaction of critics to these statements was
confused. Some observers held that in stressing "order," the President had stolen thunder f mm Richard
Nixon , While others felt that by omitting any mention o'f the "law," the President was on the contrary
venturing a moderate position.
Having examined the problems of the day and
scored disorder, it yet remained for Dr. Strider to
resolve the audience's suspense as to whether he himself would come down on the side of optimism or
pessimism. To conclude his speech , the President at
last revealed himself to be an optimist and declared
that he saw the future as bright.

Jaspin Statement
On Wage Raises

The ECHO asked Elliot J aspin for a stat ement on
th e cafeteria workers pa y increase. The followin g is
his verbatum reply.
The raise, I think one of the largest they have
ever received, is, of cou rse, an improvement. I think
it is an improvement not only because it is a break
wi t h Colby's nickel and dime increases of the past
•bu t because it was achieved by the workers themselves and because it is a tacit admission by the
college tha t they were, in fact, paying sub-standard
wages. However, the raise does not solve 'the labor
problem at Colb y. The workers at Colby st ill work
six days while the rest of the country works five. The
workers still have no job security or transportation
all owance^ and the halls are still understaffed.
But what is most disturbing is that the head of
the Workers Association was not rehired through
what Paul O'Connor claims was an honest mistake.
Thus, a very effective spokesman f or the workers has
been lost. And the loss o'f the president of the associat ion has, o'f course, worried some o'f the other workers. Thus , the big question is whether the association
will survive. If it doesn' t, this raise won't mean a
hoot in hell because the workers will again be at the
tender mercies of Colby, a thought which makes me
ill.

Decent Wages For
Workers
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President Fires Faithful

We are glad to see that the cafeteria workers have
received a substantial raise. In granting such a generous increase the college has acted in the spirit of
fair play and has shown its actions to be consistent
with the humanistic values which it purports to
foster.

The alert staff of Tnn Colby Echo, pictured above, is hurting for
qualified p ersonnel. Of course,, the requirements for joining are
rather stringent . If byt some quirk you are able to write, type , draw, do
layouts, or stand on your head and spit wooden nickels we can use
yon , ' Drop by the Echo room in Roberts Union soma Monday night ,
or spaak to ono ol the editors.

There is no need to attempt to affix blame or
continue the acrimonious controversies of last spring1.
The Echo would like to think , however, that the
raise was due in part-to The Echo's bringing to public
atten tion the unsatisfactory situation of tfhe cafeteria
workers.
Though the raise h to be commended, tho news
that tho workers' association is now apparently defunct and that the former president of the association, for whatever reason, is no longer in the employ
ol the college is disturbing. We hope that 'the adminis-tration and the workers will have enough sophistication and concern to prevent the recent conditions
from developing again in the future.
—WHE

Freshmen Madness Yields Silk & Hot Water

by BILL, MADDEN
On the night of September Sfch ,
the men of the class .of '72 introduced themselves to their female
classmates in the annual pantyraid. The signal to begin was given
in the form of a roar sometime
around 11 p.m., and the cheerful
nature-lovers converged on Dana
Hah, murmuring some chant. Those
that could manage it perched on
shoulders and climbed over hacks
to reach the dangling prizes. In general, those participating; showed
admirable enthusiasm. The freshmen seemed Wholly impressed with
the life of a college student as presentd to fchem that night.
Do not assume that the men were
the only ones who enjoyed the raid,
Imagine the point of view of the
girls.
''Marth a, there's another one
climbing the wall over here."
"Great ! I'll dangle my orange
phosphorescent leotards at him.
Hey ! Would you like these?"
(from below) "Yeah . . . wheeze
. . . groan . . . Silk! Silk!"
"You'll have to sing for them—
Melancholy Baby!"
"Sing? silk, silk . . . come to me
my . . , ."
It should be remembered that the
poor guy has just run across cam(Contlnued from page six)

by APRIL NELSON
Dear Mom and Dad,
Colby is a good place, an d being
a freshman is Hots of fun! "We had
a panty raid last nite. How, don't
worry, Mom, it's all right. "Nothing
happened to anybody. Well, that is
excepting my roommate. She's in
the infirmary. But she'll be out dn
a week or probably sooner, once she
gets out of traction. She slipped in
the water in the hall when we were
running. But it really was fun , Mom.
We all bo ught real sexy things to
fling to the iboys. It was fun. They
climbed up the walls and we poured
hot water and aj ax on th em and
then they would fall. Sometimes
we'd even let a slip or a stocking
go to a guy if he tried valiantly
enough . And then we got carried
away with the idea and started
slingi ng slips and silk things like
crazy.
Could yon lend me some money
and credit it toward next month's
allowance? I could wait, I suppose,
bu t it co uld be embarrassing. The
panty rai d was really fun. We used
waste baskets to hold tbe water,
soap, and dye. Could you bring me
a now one, tho? Mine got smashed
in the melee of men and silk . It was
fun , tho. Colby is a good place. I'm
learning a lot. Well, more later.
Love, Tracy

VICTORIOUS RAIDERS RECONOITER
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Many Colby students believe .that
because Oolby is away frocn a large
urban area . such as Boston or New
York, that it is also aWay from the
excitement and the involving problems of the "real" or "outside"
world. But anyone who has Ibothered to look around campus and
Waterville with any sensitivity Will
realize that those students Who feel
Colby is "isolated from reality" are
looking for an excuse to isolate
themselves from both ithe needs o'f
the people with whom they live, and
work, and from the Waterville area.
'Waterville has plenty o'f problem
areas which call out to willing
workers. Both men and women students are needed to help agencies
such as the hospital, public school,
Day Care Center, Hilltop- School,
YMOA, the Girl Scouts, and Togus,
a home for mentally' 'ill veterans in
Augusta. The hospital (Thayer) can
use students in the speech therapy
program and in the pediatrics and
geriatrics wards, where the -children and older people like company
and a game, or a story or two.
The 'Day Care Center is part of
the Head Start Program ior children and teenagers where counseling, teaching, and playing are all
part of the act, Hilltop School (for
the mentally retarded and 'culturally deprived has patients of all ages
who need help with their baseball
and other sports as well as in the
classroom.
If you're interested in running

a coffee house or counseling teen- with us, we are real and we deaO
agers with their clubs and other with real problems." We have valactivities have a look at the YMCA uable gifts as human beings and as
(which also serves as a YWCA). students to offer the world. If we
The public school in Waterville is take the trouble to notice and conlooking for tutors in all areas of cern ourselves deeply with the probstudy.
lems and needs of others, then perThe Speech Therapy Program haps we will find a new kind of
needs 20 more people than signed excitement in our daily lives. Please
up; the need is especially great in see me or call me if you are interthis program.
ested in any of these programs.
Each of these programs says to
Peggy Elkus
us as students, "Be with us , work
210 Poss Hall, Ext. 526

Two hundred forty-four students
attained the Dean's List, based on
scholastic achievement, during the
second semester, 1967-68. Of this
number, 81 scholars were seniors;
67, juniors; 28, sophomores ; and 67,
freshmen.
Class of 1968—ONTan'oy J. AJbbbtt,
Robert S. Aisner, Carlton E. Akeley,
Jeanne M. Amnotte, M. Christine
Austi n, Delborah H. Ayer, Clinton
D. Baer, Jr., Richard A.1 Beddoe,
Martin C, Benjamin, ¦Norman D.
Blumberg, Kenneth A. Borehers,
"Linda K. Brooks, Elizabeth A. Bryner . (Mrs.), James A. Bryner, John
H. Bubar, Ellon A. Burt, 'Patricia
E, Carney, E. Michael Caulfield,
Richard B. Colby, Patricia J. Davis,
Nancy M, DeAiigells, William C.
Decas, Judith ddLuce, Thomas A.
Dcm'ong, John R, DeSimono, Nan cy

FRATERNIT Y SOCIAL SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY , SEPT. 18—

7:30—Phi Delta Theta—Discussion : Prof, Todrank on subject
of his choice, Open to all interested freshmen and irpperclassmcn.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 20—
8:00—Kappa Delta Rho—Mixer. Closed to freshmen men ,
SATURDAY, SEPT. 21—
3:30—A lph a Tau Omega—Cocktail Party. Open to the whole
campus .
8:00—Al pha Tau Omega—(Party. Open to everyone.
SATURDAY , SEPT. 2.1—
8:30—Tau Delta Pht-Jparty . Open to Tau Delts and freshmen
onl y,
SATURDAY, SEPT. 21—
'2:00-— *Phi Delta Theta—Cocktail Party. Open to Phi Delta and
freshmen only.
8:00—-Phi Delta Theta—'Part)'. Open to everyone.
SATURDAY , SEPT. 21—
8:00—Delta Upsilon—'Party. Op en to everyone,

When the Smoke Clea rs
by IAN SPECTOR

It's six a.m. and two hundred
mailmen and a few ,of the college
summer subs are talking and sorting the endless junk .mail. A few
guys are debating the merits of
such extra jobs as delivering pizza
two nights a week and a few 'more
are grumbling about tryi ng to live
on a hundred bucks a week. The
college kids are talking about the
convention and the police and the

L, Dodge, Andrew P. Dunn, Franfc Greenberg, Oenise F. Harvey,
P, Dunton , Nancy G. Famulari, George L. Higgins IDT, (Edward S.
Lawrence K, Furbish, Elise J. Greg- Hoe, John M. Janes, Sarah Johnsory, Robert C. Grossman, Pamela ton , Diane M. Kalinowski, Laurie
H, Hale, Robert L. Hayden, Jr., Da- A. Kiiloch , Faye C. Kolhonen, Mary
na Ii. He'ikes, Jr., Kenneth L. Hoad- E. Lyle, William H. Lyons, Benjaley, Penelope T. Hume, John (H, min C. Mague, Jane E. Master, AniIrish, Barbara J. "Kuczun , Kenneth ta E. Ma'tson, Thomas G. Maynard ,
S. Lane, Richard O. Larson, John Thomas D. McBrierty, Jean E. MeP. "Leop old, Frederick E. Levine, lusloy, Barton J, QMenitove, Ann G.
Bruce W. Logan , Paul E. Martin, Montgomery, Michael E. Mooney,
Bruce B. McDonald, Jessie G. Mc- Lucinda D. Murray, Mary ID, Olsen,
Quire, Willlann J. MoKinney, Jr., Martha L. Peverly, Penelope J. Post,
Andre L. McLennan (Mrs.) , Nancy Terrenee A. (Reed , Rdbort A. RudL, Meyer, Nancy A. ""STaih-ra, Olive ni'Ck, Jean E. Rynikcr, Beth E. SanM. Niles, Deborah Nutter, Lynne G, born, Ellen S. Saslaw, Thomas B,
Cakes, Kathleen M, O'Connel'l,
(Continued on page six)
Shawn Onat, Shirley J. O'Neal, Penelope C, Pike, Dlanne L. Radune,
Geraldinc A, Randall, Marjorie A,
lioed, Thomas R, RIppon, Peter M, Powder and Wigs first producRouse, -Richard F, Samson, Jay H, tion of the season will join students ,
Sandak, Jeremy T. -Schneider, Nan- administration and faculty in fou r
cy A. Schweitzer , Hothle L. Shores, performance*. r*r Harold Pinter '."
Kalrnan S. Sino'fsky, Margaret E. cruel comedy, "Th e Caretaker," on
SkilHngs, Jonathan F, Smith, Deb- two successive weekends in Octoorah Stephenson , Leonard D, 'Stern, ber In the Libtilo Theatre.
Nanicy J. Thomas, Douglas J. Tho play which mystified and deThompson , Lee D. Urban, George lighted Broadway audiences a few
A. Vandorhoidsn, Paula VanMoto'r , seasons ago Is being directed by
Carolyn R, Welch, Jonathan B. Professor F. Corand Wi'tbowi, and
Welch, and Arthur N, B, Weyand. the cast of throe taeludos Professors
Class of IftQi) — Lawrence A. Abbobt "Meader and Irving D. Suss
Adams, Bonnie- 'R. Allon , Barry M. and 'senior Michael Rothschild.
Arkin, Thomas H. Armistcad , Dex- Moaclov and Roth schild play two
ter iP, Arnold, Jonathan L. Bador, brothers , and Suss Is 'Cast in tho
Betsey J, Baker, Suzanne' S. Bouton, role of an old derelict who trios to
Peter C. Brown , Giles C. Browne, ploy one off against the other. Tho
William L. Burgos, Stephen A. Can- round-robin of dollcato tortures
dors, VIold D. Carter, Rcngln F. proceeds as much In the dramatic
Cnyl rll, Susan J, Chnso, Betty B. sllon'oes iov which Pinter is famous
Oiaffono, Joan A, Clank, Virginia L. as In the /d ialogue that explores
Coatos, 'Sally J, Colo, John F. Col- tho yearnings of each of the charlins, D. Louiso Cratty, Howard W. acters.
Oirtlor, Cath eri ne A. Oyi\ Isabella Tho set Is being constructed and
do Co'Urtlvro n, 'Frederick C. Emory, th o com'pHca'tecl properties being asJr„ Mi chael F, Fooso, Vivian L. sembled under the direction of
Foss, Linda I, Gray, Lawrence J. Frank Stephenson , Assistant Direc-

bleeding heads, and the running,
crying girls.
One of the regular postmen hears
the kids and tu rns and with all the
convi ction he can muster, says,
"Those kids got what they deserved!" Someone asks "Why?"
'•'They broke the law, that's why."
Someone else asks if that gives the
police the right to start splitting
skulls. ''Mi t 'em oraee and they won't
do it again." So t'he thing goes on
and it's one mailman against the
kids and he panics and starts to
yell or get wise an'd six a.m. in the
Post Office starts to look like nine
p.m. on Michigan Avenue.
When the smoke clears and you
stop and listen to this guy who's
knocking his brains out for $5,000
a year, you hear the fear and confusion. He walks a route in the
ghetto and brings the welfare
checks, and sees the filth and liquor
and t'he gambling, and somehow
connects the vice with the checks.
The streets aren't too safe in his
neighborhood anymore and he sees
kids with long hair and funny
clothes "break the law" and he gets
mad at the kids. He goes home and
picks up tQie paper and roads about
the crime and the violence en page
one. On page two he reads about
(Continued on page eight )

P&W Presents Broadwa y Play

tor of Admission , who has acted in
many P&W productions.
Header and Suss app eared together before Colby audiences five
years ag'o in Edward Albce's "The
Zoo Story", an'd Rothschild has
starred In several productions here,
notably "Marat/Sadc " and Isibcn's
"Rosmorsholm." Witham directed
"Th e Zoo Story" hero and baa boon
responsible for staging many .other
Colby productions Including a highly
piulsed version of Brendan Rohan's
"Th e Hostage."
The performances Friday, October
:W , and Saturday, October 12, will
begin at 0 p.m. Tho ifollowlmg Friday, October IS, icurfcaln timo will bo
al: 10 p.m. to make It possible for
visitors on campus for Parents'
Weekend ito attend both tho special
lecture and the play that night , Tho
performance October 11) will again
bo at !).
Tickets at $2 will bo on sale In
tho Spa beginning next week. Since
seating in tlio Little Theatre Is limited , seats will not "be reserved,

MULE KICKS

Journey To Norwich Tomorrow

Mule Gridders Thin but Optomistic

by DAVID REA
Colby College will not appear in the men, many of whom play offense as
In those last' few weeks before top ten of the, Asstfciated Press' well as defense. Too often, Colby
the beginning of any football sea- football survey. However, there are will play fine football for two quarson
, optimism is usually at a high enough valid reasons to predict a ters, only to expire in the second
by Ja,y Gallagher
level due to the fact that the team significant improvement in this half, primarily due to man shortage
is still untested and that the coach- year's football team.
rather than inferior quality. This
If the fall fails to provide anything new in the way of records, a ing staff is hoping that any prob- In past years, Colby's major prob- year, the size of the Mules team is
few new faces are in evidence around the fieldhouse to brighten up lems will be resolved before open- lem has been one of quantity rather substantially increased with the ading day. To the team that can stand than quality. Colby has its share of dition of many sophomore prospects
What promises to be another long autumn for 'Colby athletics.
up to the game pressures and is capable football players, but there as well as the incoming freshmen
Coach Dick McGee 's six-man staff features newcomers Richrelatively free ,o'f major problems usually are not enough of them for players. This enables- coach McGee
ard Wotruba and Richard Green. The former will work with
goes a successful season while most the team to fiunction capably. Pres- to platoon his team, achieving better
Assistant Athletic Director Ed Burke coaching the line, while
of the others end up in the annals ent day football teams just cannot team efficiency and balance.
Gr een will help out until his resp onsibilities as hockey coach start
df obscurity. To be sure, the name get .by with a varsity of twenty Colby has never really been accused of having an explosive ofto interfere .
'
fense, a situation which will not
decathalon
man
from
world-class
a
former
Coach Wotruba,
change
this year. However, even
Holy Cross who has had track coaching experience both there and at
though
this
unit will not be dyWorcester Academy, is doing double du ty this season. Si Dunklee's
nam ic, it will be more experienced.
unexpected departure this summer from the ranks left Dr. Winkin
Three quarters of last year's starting backfield is returning, in clu ding
without a cross-country coach, thus forcing the extra duty on Wotruba.
quarterback Bill Revett, fullback
This is only a temporary measure, however, and cross-country should
Jim Fa't'ch and halfback Vin Cionsoon once again have the full-time coach it deserves. Eventually this
ciolo. The offensive line is relatively
will be Wotruba 's sole fall responsibility. He will coach track the rest
intact and should be able to handle
of the year, working with the promising teams so ably recruited 'by
the demands made upon it.
his predecessor Ken Weinfoel.
Graduation created several vacancies
in the Mules defense, most
from
hockey
player
All-American
former
Richard Greene is a
of
Which
are going to be filled by
Boston University, where he has been an assistant to Jack Kelly for
sophomores.
The main asset here
the past three seasons. A broken neck suffered in a trampoline acciis, of course, team captain Dave
dent cut short his playing career , but the courage and determination
Noonan who spearheads the defenhe displayed in his recovery make him a good bet to be a successful
sive unit. Whether or not this yet
urtproven
defense can stand up to
coach.
the
challenges
of the long season
J ack Scholz has taken over the reins of the soccer team,
could
be
the
key
to Colby's success
fresh fr om three months at soccer camp . He is assisted by a
this season. Last year, the defense
familiar face in a new role. Coach J eff Lathrop. Last year 's
allowed about three times wJhot the
stickout goalie is also head coach of the ski team , an org anization
offense scored, so there is much
title
ever
and
which
room
for improvement here.
which he led last season to its first state
,
Clearly,
Colby as a bigger an'd bethe helped keep going in its earlier , rockier days.
ter team than it was last year and
Mik e Self , returning to sch ool but ineligible for intercollegiate
there are indications which justiify
competition , will coach the freshmanhockey team.
any pre-season .optimism. Just the
The other new faces around are, of course, the freshman athsame, though, it could be ano'ther
MULE MENTOR RICHARD McGEE WATCHES
long year for the White Mules.
letes. The football players, predictably small in size, but more numerHIS SPARSE CHARGES IN ACTION
ous than usual, have been merged with the varsity. Their utility in
Maynard Leads A Deep Squad
game situations remains to 'be seen, but it's nice to see that red
crosses no 'longer outnumber the white shirts on the practice field.
Ed Burke seems to have garn ered the best crop of frosh .
depth. This year that depth is being
There are actuall y more than one or two tall , agile, coordinated
Beware of women! At one time The Colby Mules will this Sail ibe realized. Of last year's "herd, Tom
basketball players walking ar ound with beanies this year. If Pete
Colby was an exclusively male striving to stir the green grass Maynard, a senior remains and he
Bogle doesn 't get chopped in half some cold night this winter, school—'then someone 'admitted ahead of their opponents and the will be joined by Craig Johnson,
Some women and the place has fast-approaching winter. .That is, John Lombard and Dan Timmons,
help appears to be on the way.
the Coliby cross country team will
never been the same.
all juniors. But the future looks
Self should have several excelbe
struggling to gain supremacy
The class iof '1972 is the absolute
lent skaters, including his brother, clincher; there are 237 women and over rival teams thiis fall. But they m'ore promising when the sophomores are included in the team.
to work with a tribute to Charlie only 221 men. The number o'f men will be doing so without the help Gary Bunfoot, (one would wish he'd
decreased by 24 from the previous oif a great "'Mule", Whio years ago run like Ms brother Amy, the 1968
Holt's last year of recruiting.
went astray on the rooky slopes of
Looking at the broad picture, class while the feminine population
Boston marathon winner), Ernest
Ethiopia
and found an abode on
Dr. Winkin finds reason for op- increased by 35. In total there are Mayflower Hill. That "Mule" Sub- Simpson, Bob Wilson, Bob French
11 more 'students in the class of "7Q
and a host of ethers are ready for
timism. He is happy with his staff , than the class of '71.
side "Sebs" Mamo will! be repreaction.
which he thinks will work well to- New England states were the pri- senting Ethiopia at next month's
The coach cites the MEAA chamgether. The recruiting cutlodk , mary contributors of the freshman Olympic games in MexUeo, and Will pionships at Bowdoin, the Easterns
seeking the penultimate glory O'f
thanks to a lot of, groundwork class With 309. The Mid-Atlantic be
at Boston, -the Col'by Invitational
his
athletic career, an Olympic
and the New Emglanids alt Boston
done last year with juniors, does statesi yielded 102, while the rest of medal.
the country provided 30 'students.
as the tougher meets ,6f the season.
seem destined to improve. More There are 13 foreign
students among Coach Richard Wotxuiba regrets The roughest opposition lis expected
alumni support is looked for, and t'he frosh.
"Sebs" is not around but the .coach from Bates.
new cooperation between the It Us interesting to note that the is well prepared this year to better But like other sports on the HMl,
alumni, admissions, and the Phys. number otf freshm en who attended last year's performances. He [be- the Running Mules Will be .running
Ed. Department will hopefully private secondary schools lin smaller lieves bhe strength cf his team this for a college wCh'ich Is less enthuthan in previous years. 85% of 'the year lies not in individual brilliance siastic about their sport. The Echo
NEW MUSJE DIOK WOTBUBA br j
resuItS.
frosh come ifrom public school and bait In 'group 'perloxmaauce and Wishes them ""Bonne Chance et une
However bright the long- range prospects are and however
only 9& are "preppies."
belle saison."
good the winter and spring teams look, things app ear certain to
Tho lolaas of '72 boasts 123 high
school athletes with 16 team capget started on the wrong foot. I see no way possible f o r the foottains i(5 football, 6 basketball).
ball team to have a successfu l season , and not even a good
Tho average SAT scores are as
showing by the soccer and cross-country teams, which is highly
if allows :
p robable , can offset the desultory effect of another long, hard
Men
Women
seaso n f o r the White Mules on the entire athletic program ,
Verbal
593
627
GROCERIES — COIJD CUTS
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Math
637
618
For fcho last few years we have had similar types of 'teams, and
Italian, Dagwood, Moatball
the latest edition will probabl y also fit the mold. They have all worked
ASK FOR THE
Sandwiches, Pizza, Stcnmod
very hard in the grueling prc-scason drills, and have kept doggedly
Hot Does, Boor & Ale to take out
at it throughout the season , putting out until the last play of 'the last
40 Elm Street
game. But onl y an occasional upset has broken the monotony o'f defeat.
Waterville , Maine
Served until 6 p.m.
They have been at least moderately talented , but a combination o'f
Tel. 872-6481
things such as injuries, ovcrscheduling, lack of manpower , and student
anti path y, have always combined to wreck their chances o'f going
anywhere. This year all these factors are present more than ever,1
except for a sligh t schedule break. ((R.P.I. instead of U.N.H.)
Coach McGce's forces, for all their hustle and determination , are
3 EGGS ANY STYLE
woefully undermanned , and all that it seems realistic to hope for i»
75c
Home Fries , Toast and Coffee or Milk
that they'll play respectableball and got through the schedule without
Ronald F. Lallmo, R.TPh.
ROAST BEEF
$1.35
any serious injuries. As they poise themselves on the brink of the
Prop.
ALL YO U CAN EAT
Norwich-Springficld-N ortheastern-Trinity mca'bgrindcr , this largely
35
Main
Street
senior 'team is faced with, the prospect of 'losing at least six games for
Wate rville , Mai ne
'the third successive year. I wonder how much of a solace it is to tbern
that such a circumstance won't happen again—or maylic for just a
Phone 873-0523
28 MAI N STREET
WATERVILLE
few more years.

Profile:
The Class of 72

Mules Will Carry On Without Subs

MAURICE'S
MARKET

m iEPS l(p L4

Lalime's
Waterville Drug

"Colby Specials "

COLBY SPECIALS

JOE & ELEANOR 'S RESTAURANT

H ost N orwich Tomorrow

You ng Booiers Destined To Improve

F L REPORT

MULES IN ACTI ON
TOMORROW

Football:
The 1968 IFL foo tball schedule kicks off at 4:30 Monday afterNorwich University
A 1:30 noon when DKE meets PLP The DU vs IND
,
game will follow at
.
by CRAIG DICKINSON
will toe backup linemen Artie White Soccer:
5
:
30.
Colby
soccer
iA much improved
and Roger Foster.
Norwich University
H 2:00
team will take the field tomorrow
As usual , the 'league will be divided into two conferences. DU ,
Cross
Country:
Joining Jako at halfback will be
afte rnoon for its opening game of
ATO
Jersey City State and
, KDR, ZP, and the Indies, and ADP make up one league, while
the 1968 season. Under the direction sophomore Frank Apantaku and ju- Univ. of New Brunswick H 2:00 TDP LCA PDT PLP
,
, and DKE are arrayed in the other. The major
,
,
nior
Roman
Dashawetz. Apantaku
of fi rst year coaoh, Jack Scholz, the
change in format is the formation of a 4-team playoff , with the top
varsity hooters Will be striving hard was outstanding as a (freshman,
While
Dashawetz
missed
part
of
last
'
two teams from each league gaining a tourney berth.
to improve on the 3-8-1 record comseason
with
a
broken
arm.
Junior
piled by last year's squad.
Most of the strength seems to lie in the former conference. Last
Ethiopian sensation Sebsibe MaThe most outstanding feature of Han Hadani, who also fills in on the ino, who last May led the Colby year 's championshi p DU squad has lost MVP Alex Palmer and five
this year's team is its youth. With front line, and senior Doug Kant College tralck team to its first inter- other starters but converted end
,
Jay Dworkin can throw well : he has
only f our seniors holdin g down will also see action in the halfback collegiate track title in the event's
role, Junior Jack Wood rounds out
starting positions, Scholz will be
69-year history, will represent his
able to give many of his younger the starting lineup at left-tfulibaJck. home country in the Mexico City
players valuable game experience.
Despite a very challenging sched- Olympic Games Oct. 7-15.
Leading the team will be the vet- ule, Coa'ch Seh'olz is optimistic about
"Se!bs," a Colby junior, and other
eran co-captains, Stu Giles of Wil- his team's chances. A hearty believ- members of the Ethiopian team
braham, Mass. and Mi'ckey Ja'ko of er in physical fitness, Scholz has trained this past summer in the
Andover, Mass. Giles Will be com- stressed conditioning in the firs't northeastern sector of their home
manding the ddfense from his cen- two weeks of practice sessions , stat- country, aj i area where the high
ter-j fullback position, while Ja'ko will ing that "if we don't win, at least altitude and thin air compares to
an'chor a tough left-halfback spot. we won't be out^conditioned. "
Mexico City's.
The only other starting seniors will The hooters are home against The veteran of the 1964 Tokyo
'be Don Clark and Larry Kassman. Norwich tomorrow at 2 p.m. and Olympi cs, the only schoolboy on the
Clark will be filling in for the in- play host to Babson at 3 on Thurs. Ethiopian team that year, will arjured Dwight Parsons at right fullrive in Mexico City Sept. 22. He is returnee Steve Kitchen and a coup le of promising sophomores to throw
back, and Kassman will be in .the
expected hack at Colby at the end to, and the defense also appears strong.
goal, a relatively new position for
•of October.
But DU must be rated a decided underdog to ATO. They have
him.
September 21
Norwich (A)
Anxiously awaiting will be RichThe front line is almost a reprint September 28
"RPI (H) ard S. Wotruba, new Colby head the leagu e's best quarterback in John Dowling, who likes to throw
of last year's fine frosh team that October 5
Northeastern (H) track coach. Mamo, who last spring to end Skip Wood or blocking back Todd Smith. ATO lost only two
barely missed an undefeated season. October 12
Springfield (A) was awarded the J. Seelye Bixler games last year, and seem destined to improve.
The four man line is made up of October 19
Trinity (H) award as the most valuable member
KDR cou'ld surprise , largely on the strength of Mark Janes'
three sophomores, linsides John October 26
Bowdoin (H) of the Mule track forces and the passing, Wick' Phillips' receiving, and 'Pete Hoffman '
s blocking and
Witte and Dill Buckner, and left- November 2
Maine Maritime (H) James Brudno award as the most
rushing.
wing .Dennis Hartung. Buckner and November 9
Bates (A) outstanding runner, will captain the
Harking played together in high
The Indies have the best scrambler in the league in Ted Wells,
Colby track team this year.
school, leading their team to the
He holds the Colby College and but little to go with him. If all the Indies on campus play, however,
New York State Championship two
State o'f Maine one-mile (4:07.8 ) they could move into contention.
years ago. Junior Pete Gilfoy will
and two-mile (8:53.6) records.
ZP, despite the accurate passes of bandanna-ed Pete Constantibe the fourth member of the line,
In the October games, he is ex- neau
, seem out of the running, as do the Ad's.
handling the right-wing duties. Also
pected to compete in one of the disThe
Athletic
Department
anThe
other league is more wide -open. Perennial contender Tau
certain to see a great deal of action
nounced that the freshman and var- tance events of 1500 meters or more.
Delt's machine seems totall y dismant led, with only 'Captain Howie
sity football squads will be com- sion necessary. With tihe addition ,of
bined thiis fall to play the varsity freshmen, the cblilege expeicts to Cutler, a tough blocker and ru sher, back. QB John McMahon is quick,
schedule. Four freshmen 'contests field a combined squad of between but not -much of a passing threat. Cliff Bunting is the best receiver,
have been cancelled.
45 and 50 players, Currently tihe but beyond this is nothing.
varsity has 27 candidates.
LCA 'has more depth than the varsity, and on this basis they can
The Athletic Complex will be In making the announcement athbe called the favorites . Captain Pete Yakawonis has two adequate
open this year until! 9:30 p.m. Mon- letic director John W. Winkin emphasized
that
the
arrangements
throwers in Ben Bradlee and Gary Hobbes. Jerry McGrath and Yak
day through Friday, Athletic Director John Winkin announced last were for the 1968 season and that
himself are two tough blockers, and it 's more than likely that a couple
week. Saturday it will close down the decision "in no way alters the
of good receivers will be found among the numerous candidates for
at 6 p.m. and the hours Sundays are basic institutional philosophy which
the
position.
opposes the use of freshmen on
2-5 p.m.
DKE will field their usual hard-hitting squad , and probably rank
The hiring of Henry Riobidoux, an varsity teams."
as
LCA'
s stiffest contention . But 'Bud Earl's passing game must
ex-marine and a special student this
The deci sion, which has received
year, as supervisor oif the building
improve.
approval from the Eastern College
and equipment, makes possible the
Perennial patsies PDT and PLP seem destined to remain that way.
Athletic Conference, and from all
expanded hours.
opponents, affects only footiball.
Thus it looks like ATO in one league, and LCA in the other.
HD's might be 'required for a while
They will probably be j oined in the playoffs by DU and DKE. In
for admission, in order to cut down Winkin explained that a severe
such a tournament , ATO has to be favored to grab the whole bundle.
on the possibility of vandalism f ay manpower shortage made the decipeople unconnected With the Colby
community.
WELCOME TO THE

Mamo In Olympics

Football Schedul e

Frosh ¦& Varsity
Combine Forces

Expanded Hours

At Ath letic Com

READ

ECHO

SPORT S

Soccer Schedule
Coach : Jack Scholz

September—21 Norwich Univ.
26 Balbson Ins.

H
H

2:00
3:00

October—
5 Univ. of 'Hartford A 2:00
12 Springfield Col.
A 11:00
16 .Univ. Of New Hamp. A 3:00
19 Boston Univ.
H 12:80
23 Univ. of Maine
A 2:30
26 Bowdoin Col.
H 10:00
'29 Bates Col.
H 1:30
November—
2 Univ. of "Maine
6 Bowd'oln Col.
9 Bates Col.

H 12:30
A 1:30
A 10:00

You will soon loarn for yourself
that this is a favorite spot for
Colby students.
Wo buy and soil trade books,
paporbooks, and study guides.
You will And tasteful gifts attractively displayed in our contemporary gift shop.

Canaan House
129 Main Street
Waterville , Maine

GRAND OPENING
FOR 1968-1969
Tonight

PAPE R WALL
MOVIES
SUNDAES
JUKE BOX
ATMOSPHERE

in Roberts Union

Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See

'Cookie ' Michael

Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WATERVILLE, MAINE

WELCOME TO

WARE-BUTLER

For tho very latest shoo fashions

LUM BER and
BUILDI NG
M ATERIA LS

10 SPRING STREET
WATERVILLE, MAINE
Tel. 3-841B

14 North Street
Tel. 873-3371

GIRLS

The
Shoe Village

Inc.

ARNOLD MOTEL

Between Wa terville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11

"Ke ep in Touch with
the Rest of the World !"
See Joe Fra nco , Ext. 564

Al Corey
Music Center

to receive every morning,
at your door the

99 MAIN* STREET

Exeryth ing In Music
872-5623

Boston Her ald Traveler
at

Special College Rates
Only $3.C0 per semester!

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLE M . . .
COME TO

BERRY'S

STATIONERS

74 MAI N STREET
WATERVI L LE
M AI N E

On The Concourse and Main Street
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Colby College Nearby

CO F F E E

SHOP

SUPERIOR
AAA
Pool
Air-Conditioned
Tel. 872-2735
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NEW PROFS ARRIVE
(Continued from page one)
Roger N. Mertz, assistant professor .of Physics , was a National Science Foundation Intern at Antioch
last year. He is a member of both
the American Physical Society and
the American Mathematical Society.
An assistant lecturer at Cambridge for three years, Professor
Jeanne ;Perry received an M.A.
from that university. Mrs. Perry,
who will be an assistant professor
in psychology, has had elini'cal experience in England a.nd in New
England.
This year, the visiting Indian professor of philosophy will be Shri
Krishna Saksena. Professor Saksena
has recently taught at the University of Hawaii.
Donald Small, assistant professor
of Math, has taught at the University of Connecticut and is a Ph.D.
candidate at that university.
While Professor Re is on sabbatical, Lawrence Siegel will work
with the Glee Club. He Will also
be -a part-time instructor in the
music department.
Glacial geology is the mam interest of Geoffrey Smith who has been
appointed an instructor in geology.
Mr. Smith is a Ph.D. candidate at
Ohio State University.
Jill Barry, who has studied physical education techniques in Switzerland, will be an instructor in that
subject.
The new hockey coach, Richard
Green, has worked with Jack Kelley, a former Colby hockey coach.
He received his B 'S. from Boston
University in 1966. Jeff Lathrop, last
year's captain of Colby's ski team,
is returning as coach of that team.
The final addition .'to the athletic
department is Richard Wotruba,
who will .be the track coach. Professor Wotruba is especially interested in the decathlon, having participated in and published articles
on this event.

FABRICS

New Echo Staff

PANTY RAID
WHAT I DID THIS SUMMER,..
DEAN'S LIST
(
)
Continued
from
page
two
(Continued from page three)
(Continued from page three)
Whiz was never at a lack for work.
pus after lubricating his joints and
by A. MERTON
For the first semester this year, He would often tell us to bring our Schulh-of , Catherine M. Seymour,
has been bellowing at the top of his
lungs for the past half Jhour. And he the Colby Echo will be under the •shovels (what else?), follow him, Moses Silverman, "Frederick J. Skinis supposed to sing? Give 'him cred- management oif Jeffrey Silverste'in, an'd order us, one half anile later, ner, Henry L. Thompson, Susan
our shovels, Thompson, Thomas Wedekmd, "Loit because he tries. Cod, how he who, in addition to holding many to start Taking. '^With
Mike?"
He
replied,
"Yeah,
I guess well Li. Wilkes, Patricia A. Williams,
tries. And does he get the strange and varied positions on the staff in
irakes."
you
better
go
get
some
Raymond L. Williams, and Stephen
leotards? N.o! He's soaked with p revious years, has also had experscalding water or orange dye as he ience working on the Boston Globe Other notables of "The Outfit" B. Wurzel.
topples off his friend's shoulders. last year during January. The busi- were :
Class of 1970—Katherine S. A'lf ord,
Alex: an elderly man of 60 years
Many of t'he girls were good enough ness staff is also under 'competent
Leslee C. Anderson. (Cheryl) , Frank
sp orts , though. iin>~l sufficient lin- leadership, with Jamie Klingen- who, While pulling a tree out of the 0. O. Apantaku, Christopher J. Beegerie was collected to set up a divi- smifch as its head. Also on this staff ground , suffered a heart attack. The rits , Martha "E. Belden, Elizabeth
sion of Macy's under the ehap<?l.
is our friend from Maine Ray Wil- amazing thing about Alex was that C. Brown, Christine M. Celata, SuMany of die freshmen went from liams, also a member of Sfcu-G, and he came back to work the next day san R. Costello, Adrienne P. CreanDana to Mary Low where the booty Steve Wurzel, who is the president With his medicine in 'Ms back poc- za, Susan G. Doten Walter H. Ef,
was not so easily given away. One of the effervescent Tau Delt Hous e, ket—one pint of rum.
fron,
Deborah
A.
Jetton,
Robert E.
"Ralph
: an interesting fellow of 23,
psychedelic pair of pink pan ties and stars in LFL hockey. Walter
"Lorraine
French,
A.
Gill,
Barbara
was released at the words, "Denise, Effron is the managing editor , a when asked why he had not 'been 1. Hamaluk, Inraess Humphreys,
I love you." But , deciding that Da- classics major from Pough'keepsie, drafted , replied: "I got arrested for Sandra E3. Lampinen, Carol Lewis,
na was more obliging, most of the New York. He lives in Marriner assault an'd battery too many 'tJimes."
Fat Al: a graduate of UNH, all- Donna S. Mason, Martha C. "McCall,
freshmen returned and were warm- this year, so if you would like to
Judith A. McLeish, Erica A. Nissen,
ly received. At least one frosh was get in tou .ch with him about any American Lacrosse goalie, who
Jeffrey A. Parn ess, Anne V. Peterhauled up to the balcony by the complaints or praises for our won- weighed in at 280 lbs., commandant
son, Lesli e A. Seaman, Maureen A.
girls, and, after a little socializing, derful paper, just give him a ring. of 'the "Sewer Rats"—he couldn't
Vaughan, William " B. Ware, and
was lowered to the ground again.
David Christtensen is the assistant fit into the manholes.
Lastly there was Joe Ballotto, Shlpp H. Webb.
After an hour of activi ty, mo st editor, making the big leap from
Class of 1971—Carolyn J. Additon,
of the men returned to their dorms his former post as nigh t rider. Do boss of bosses, king of kings, most
to divide their spoils. A few name- not despair though , oh great read- feared of feared. Imagine a graying William Agrelia, Heather H. Beach,
tags were discovered and either ers, for this year to top off his many man of 45, goatee, steely (black eyes, Linda L. Bickel, Janet E. Blatchfiled for future reference or acted duties at the Tau Delt House, he is never showing - facial expression , ford , Judith A. Blumenfeld, Henry
upon immediately.
still the scintillating night rider for driving a Cutlass, shouting .orders S. Borden , Linda J. Bowen, Mary
"Hello? Is this Jane Smith ? . . . the wonderful Echo. If you should to his faithful Terrier Otto. Joe had L. Burgess, Charles S. Colgan, Susan
Well, I have something of yours ever want to know what a night a daughter Irene, sexy, voluptuous, C. Cooper, Roger G. Cottingham,
which I'd be happy to retu rn. When rider is, just give him a ring, as I eyes for everyone. Needless to say, Catherine A. Delano, Margaret Mawould be convenient for you?"
am sure he would be both proud you didn 't mess with Irene . . . or cy DeLong, Harry W. Diekerson,
The freshmen class would like to and happy to tell you. At this time, Joe. There were some anecdotes go- Kendall P. Dids'bury, Jeffrey T. Edextend its thanks to the uppcrclass- however, we will leave it as a mys- ing around about the chains in the wards, Susan T. E'arwell, Jill Fermen who. so selflessly gave of their tery. The layout editor is once again hack of Joe's ear, the scars on his nald, Nancy H. Gaston, John L.
time to coach from the sidelines and that famous 'broad from Butler, arms, and the scalp hanging from Ghertner, Joel P. Goldfarb, Joanne
periodically catch the falling bod- Alex (who is to be blamed for this his rear view mirror. People also B. Gordon, Sterling A. Green, Robies. And a special remembrance is horrendous ' article—it is now 2 thought Joe (buri ed Ms enemies in ert H. Greene, Susan Harding, Jack
given to 'tlie two representatives of o'clock in the morning), who, with the foundations 'of his houses, a la D. Haitung, Nancy A. Hasenfus,
the Waterville police department for no previous experience whatsoever, Edgar Allan iPoe.
Kathryn P. Hayes, Nan'cy J. Kentheir spirited cheering.
ning,
Sandra Hutcheson, Molly C.
walked into the Echo office one
Being an English major, I learned
Monday night for a casual Visit a great deal about a new American Jennings, William. R. K. Johnson,
(honest to god) and the next night dialect, the Construction Language. Barbara J. Koertge, King W. LamPlease Patronize
was informed she was the new lay- With such a fo<ur letter dialect, the bert, Eleanor S. Leo, Ronald W.
out editor. As for the other mem- amazing string of descriptions one Lupton, John M . McCallum, Richard
McGill, Jeanne E. Miller, William,
bers of our staff , there aren't too can put together.
M. Milne, Michael S. Mos'ehos, Mar k
many (refer to article and picture
Advertisers
All the college help was laid off Newman, Jeffrey L. Nordstrom,
on page 2) , but we have succulent
Gus Gallagher, wiho is always on his (fired) in August. I protested on the Daniel L*. Ouellette, Timothy J.
toes with sports news when lie isn 't grounds I was the only Italian Richardson, Gail -Li. "Robinson , Ian
painting his apartment downtown. among the students. Whiz White M. Rosenberg, Audrey G. Raishton,
This is the staff and this is your intelligently and understandingly Arland W. Russelfl IU, Bonnie E.
Service"
first paper. If you don't like the smiiled , but Joe Merely pointed to Russell, Susan P. Satnimis, Leslie D.
looks of things, come and join us the scalp on Ms rear view mirror. Schiller, Kathryn J". Severson, (Roger
for fun and frolics late on Monday I picked up omy paycheck, iglanced A. Shell, William PV Shumaker, Wilat Irene a last time, and ran.
nights.
liam M. Simons, "Philip S, Singer,
i
Sandra J. Smith, Alice R. Tall, Robert F. Vaughan , -Elaine C. Weeks,
Anne S, Wetherill, Margaret F.
^
Wiehl, Anne N. Winter, and Cemal
42
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COLLEGE AVENUE
WATERVILLE

Good looking
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M a haircut
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(GM itMM g men get a hair style)

A Roffler Sculptur-Kut hairstyle.
They have their hair styled by
an expert Roffler Stylist to accent their features and complimerit their natural facial characte ristics.
>
A haircut is for everybody. A
Roffler Sculptur-Kut is for an
individual person. Your Roffler
Stylist will take into consideration every detail and feature of
your head when he styles your
hair. And when he is finished,
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Roffler-styled hair is iKfCh easier to care for also. Roffler
Stulptur-Kutting tapers the end
of each hair,causing it to llo in

place naturally. With a Roffler
Sculptur-Kut , your hair will always comb easily and neatly,
And when you travel ,you never
need to worry about getting
"scalped." There are over 1600
Roffler Sculptur-Kut
Stylists
ry
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Want t0 r>e a bett0 ,ookin 3 man?
'
Do somQthing about tn0 on(y

feature you have which can
really be changed — your hair.
Get a Roffler Sculptur-Kut.
Phone today for an appointment.

Contact JERR Y COUTURE
POMERLEAU'S BARBER SHOP
872-5806

BOSTONTANS - BASS
CITATIONS - RED CROSS

44 Varieties of Donuts

Gallert
Shoe Store

Open 7 Days a Week — 24 Hours a Day

51 Main Street
Waterville, Maine

WELCOME BACK COLBY !
For Smokers or Teas Mr. "D"
Offers A Wide Variety of Donuts

— Charge Accounts —
Quality Footwear for 107 Years

AMERICAN Ss LEBANESE
HOME COOK ED FOOD

NORGE

Majestic
Restaurant

LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

VILLAGE

18 Silver Street
Waterville, Maine
Tel. 872-9751

This Coupon Is Worth

40c

at YOUR NORGE LAUNDRY
and DRY CLEANING VILLAGE
Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville

Waterville
Savings Bank

Have a regular .$2.40, 8 lb. load of dry cleaning
done for $2.00 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
sweaters, or 4 men 's suits, or 3 ladies ' suits, or 3
topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
Laundry washed , dried and folded

:

20c lb.

Member o* tho
FIQDERAL DDPOSIV

INSURANCE CORPORATION

I

Waterville, Maine
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Welcome to Waterville and to LEVSNE'S. Come down and browse,shoot the breeze,look us
oye r and so fo rth. Of course,we shall try to sell you,but you don't have to buy.Test your resistance! At any time you may cash your checks here,FREE!
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You'll get revved up when you wheel in to
see our pace-setting collection of sweaters.
Fast-moving styles are way out in front of
^11 others . . . bold and brawny, sure winners. Come in soon and flag one down. Es-
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Sec our collection of BASS Weejuns and Dexter Handsewns; practicall y every style made! Our
downs tair s department is just heaped with LEWS and LEES in jeans, chinos and corduro ys!
See you.. -soon !

Levine s
Tins STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS

Your Colby Store , . .
Where You Can Charge It
LUDY '21
PACY '21
HOWIE '41
l
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MULL CAN STEW

The Law EJch'o'oQ Admission Test
Will Ibe given to appfflcants fob: admission to laiw schools on: [November 9, 1968, February 8, 1969, April
12, 1969, and August 2) 1, 1969. 'Aipplicartts are urged too register for either
the November or February administration, And scholarship 'applicants
are strongly 'advised to register for
the November a'dim'iiiistrati'on. Your
registration form and fees must (be
received at the Edu'eaJtlionaJl Testing
Service 310 later than three weeks
before the test date: October 19 for
the Nov«mlber admiinds'tration, and
January 18 for the February administration.
For farther information and 'registration forms see Professor iBerschneiderr, Room 104, Averill Hall'l.
The following representatives of
law schoo'ls will be on campus, at
the times indicated, ito interview
Colby seniors interested in law
schools :
1—Deaa '"Ellen S. Magaw, Temple
Unrversity, Friday, Sept. 27.
2—Deaa E. R. -LaJt'ley, Duke University, Monday-, Oct. 21.
3—Dean E. M. Haddad, 'Boston
University, Tuesday, Oct. 22.
*
*
*
*
Nonfraternity residents of Pepper and Chaplin Halls m'ay receive
their mail at Dana.
*
*
*
*
Wednesday, Sept. -25: ILdLiUSTR1ATED "LECTURE—Music ui India,—8 p.m.—'Given Amditorium. Adel
Heinrich, assistant professor of music, 'Speaker. Illustrated Iby tape, Hnstrument and slides. The tape ito Ibe
used was presented to Co'lby iby
Professoi N'aravane. This is the
firs't in a series iof three lectures on
the overalll topic, Music Within An
Ancient Tradition.

Phone Helps To
Pottery for the fun of it!
Answer Problems
Friday afternoon >classes 1-5 wfi'th

Sharon or after you've gotten acquainted. Come and get Ithe key at
Roiberts Union desk aaujrtime and
play in the pot shop, ground flo'or
Roberts.
#
*
*
*
SUBSCRIPTIONS :
Anyone experiencing difficulty dn
receiving the Echo Jn the m'aall
please contact:
Jamie Kl'ingensmifch
Colby Echo
Box 1014
Colby College
Waterville, Maine 04901
New subscriptions may be .obtained
toy contacting Jamie Klingensmiith
at the above address. The subscription rate is now $4.50.

#
*
*
*
Anybody who knows the whereabouts of two brand new typewriters
belonging to the Colby Echo, please
return them—no questions asked:—
or at least telQ us where they are so
we can use them occasionally.
'J:

*

i:K

:k

WANTED: One layout editor who
writes better copy than the one we
have now, or who can accurately do
layout so we don't run short -of
copy at 2 aj m.
.*
*
*
*
school
summer
took
Students who
soon
as
,he
notified as
courses will
transferred
the credits 'have been
to their Colby records. "If you have
not received notification 'by the end
oif October, please contact the Registrar's Office, Many schools have
mot yet sent transcripts of summ er
work,

*

*

*

*

* * * *
There will 'be a meeting of aill
Carl T. Rowan, this year's recipient of 'the Elijah 'Parrish flj ovejoy freshmen interested in working on
award, will speak at a convocation The Echo at 7 p.m. Tuesday. All
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦ also
¦ ¦
¦ ¦¦ ¦¦
attend.
staff
writers
should
'here 'November 14. 'Former
director
•of ithe U.S. Information Agency,
-+
*
*
*
Deputy ^Assistant Secretary of .State
MISPLACED
land mern'ber of U.'S, delegation to
The prestige o'f a great country
the UN", ainlbalssad'OT to Finland has been greatly dissipated over
1963-64, and director otf (USCDA 1964- the last 5 years. Help us get it (back.
65, the 43-year-old newspape'iinan Volunteer now! Youth for Nixonhas "been intimately linviolved with AgneW, Ext. 549.
the inner workings of the federal
government. Mr. Rowan, an Oberlin
graduate and trustee, 'is 'the author
WHEN THE SMOKE CLEARS
>o'f several books, linel-u'dinig Go South
(Continued from page three)
to Sorrow and Wait 'Til Next Year.
the ihiippies, yi'p'pies, and peaceniks.
1*
*
*
All oif this boitihers 'him and all of it
*
Attention Uppevclassmen:
gets lumped together in his imind.
lAnyon-e who hasn't gotten his copy iSomewlhere the order and calm got
of the Oracle may id'o so 'eith er •lost, so 'he sits and wonders wl ere
Sept. 23 or 30 alt the Ibo o'lcsbore, the peace and order went, and Oie
(Roberts Union, 'between 6 and 7 gets mad and -then tries to go to
o'lcloclj .
sleep because ihe 's got to get up to
be at 'the Post Office at six sum.
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DEPOSITORS

TRUST COMPANY
Ml a«N« THAT

"IHEART OF MAINE"

Memb er Federal Dep osit
Insurance Corp.

^

Mention The

Welcome BACK!
It's nice to see familiar faces
and to welcome the new class.

Our NEW Store
Is Not Ready—but
The Merchandise Is!

We stocked up heavily for fall anticipating we
would be starting the new semester in our new
store.
.We 're in the last quarter of the ball game—soon
the last whistle will blow and we will be opening
the doors of one of the finest stores on the eastern
seaboard.

WE AKE NOW SELLING:
Bedspreads
Bedthrows
Pillo ws
Sheets
Pillow Cases
Mattress Covers
Towels

ECH O
When You Buy
¦¦
^¦

¦
^¦a
nNHH pnamMD

Giant
Poster
from any photo

($4.95 value) aflk
"¦Send any black & wh ite or color
photo (no negatives) and tho nam*
"Sw 'ngline "cutoutfrom nny Sw "ngline
package (or reasonable facsimile) tot
POSTER -MART , P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash , check , or money order (no
C.O,D,'s), Add sales tax wliero npplicable.
Poster rolled and niailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged, Sotisfaction
guaranteed.

29 OFFICES EN THE

^^^i&^^r

Counselors answering the telephone queries have completed an
intensive training program in preparation for the job. Calls are never
recorded but their sutojet matter is
put an broad 'Classifications and
m.onthJly compilations are made. In
the first five months of existence,
the service handled 6,324 questions.
Trends already have begun to develop'. Men seem to use the service
for information while women are
more likely to -utilize the 'counseling
aspect. Monday is the day for more
informational calls, and Wednesday
is the day when students are more
likely to request 'counseling.

only Sfl .95*
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Students remain anonymous and
can ask the "instant adviser" for
directions to a class 'building or
•how to improve interpersonal relations. 'Subjects range "from sexual
problems to reporting a lost identification card. Counselors are available seven days a week and work in
eight-hour shifts around the clock.

Skipp ers do it ! a ft . x 3 ft .
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Pt oud
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Your
Foo d Service

A record number of students at
the University of Texas took their
questions and problems via telephone to the "Emerge-iDcy Counselling and Referral Service during its
first year of operation. The program
Chas been dn effect since July 17, '67.

Get a

Swifii glitie
Tot Stapl er

Storage Chests
Study Lamps
Hangers
Wastepaper Baskets

FREE SERVICES FOR COLBY
STUDENTS and STAFF
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check Cashing
Replacing Lost Butt ons
Wrapping Pack ages for Mailing
Charge Account s

COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR FREE
DESK BLOTT ER AND ASH TRAY
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Inglish leather 98 ^^B|| ^
^

For men who want to bo where tho
•action Is, Very -' Intrepid. Very masculine, AU-PUP.POSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4,00, fpCSO. Pro m the completaYarray 0! ENGLISH LEATHER
;;:mQn.|7tpJio""i'lo6,

A|> N(.inUCT Of MtMC.OMI'ANV' , INC ,NOIKMVAI t N I IPM!

(Includinu lOOO Rtnplfls) / B B s T^^ '
I-nrgor size CUD Dat'k (MJsSi'J 1
Stapler only $1,69 v@' y
'
Uncondltlonnlly (jtmrAntood,
At (my sta tionery, variet y, or bode store,

~>UH4t ^U1^eL
INC.
10NQ ISLAN D CITY, N,Y. 11101
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WATERVIL LE — SKOWH EGAN

